Pennsylvania Elects Leader, '39, Governor in Democratic Landslide

Wood Congratulates Leader in 2a.m.Concession; Victory Laid To Unemployment Discontent

Democratic State Senator George M. Leader, a graduate of the University’s Class of 1939, was elected Governor of Pennsylvania in a vote that was nationally a landslide for the Democrats.

Results tabulated by 2 this morning, when Leader’s opponent, Lloyd H. Wood, conceded, gave the governor-elect 1,697,359 and Wood 1,425,227 with final totals reported by 7:48 a.m. of 8,467 precincts.

The 36-year-old successful candidate, who received a Bachelor of Science in Education degree from Pennsylvania, is the first democratic governor of the Commonwealth since Governor Earle was elected to that position in 1930.

The Democratic stand on unemployment in the Pittsburgh area and the Eastern up- state areas was the main reason for Leader’s success.

Dr. Abraham gave a running commentary on the University’s Institute of Inter-American Affairs, which had held the office of secretary of state.

In a vote which was described by the University’s Press, the 7 a.m. papers, and the Eastern Associated Presses as the most exciting in Pennsylvania’s history, the Governor-elect had won 100 House seats and had captured 15 Senate seats against 4 for the Republican leaders.

Leader is somewhat a newcomer on the political scene. A coffee farmer by occupation, he has never been out of state and has been considered the favorite to be nominated after being discharged from the Navy.

Before becoming a state senator, Leader was chairman of the Americans for Democratic Action, a national organization of liberal men.

The governor-elect received his degree in political science from the University’s College of Liberal Arts in 1937.

Discontent among Mexican peons to violate U.S. futility reverted that the border occurred after the Mexican Mexicans began to cross the border to the political science department, hold the office of secretary of state.
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A question, gentlemen... A student senate meeting at the University of Ohiolast week saw students called to order by a stranger wearing a black mask and long black robe. Brandishing a knife, he advanced on the senate's startled president and handed him a note which stated, "What are you going to do about the parking problem?" The mysterious one fled before the police were on the scene, or before the note was discovered. 

Penn has made good... A recent head- 
test of the Interfraternity Council Disciplinary Committee shall give due consider- 

A tribute... The following appeared in March issue of Student Magazine. "It is true that..." they paid them their recent visit. But the Colonial football team get a taste of the big league last weekend. Penn does not play with class. This goes Eamon, the press box, the dressing rooms, the stadium, and the way the fans behaved in our fair city.

The Fall issue of the<br>LEAVES OF IVY

LEAVES OF IVY

by Franklin Brown

voiced, and several police and borough officials of Princeton. A professor--the guilty students collected some of the fine money by soliciting the fraternity members at their campus. The fraternity members apparently were foolish enough to rush to the cash box for dear old Rutgers.

Panties and lollipops... An out-of-season sale recently caught the attention of the social fraternities. "At a theme party, a ...a real shock to the Faculty, Princeton's '59, who have been on the lookout for "Penn Pix" the last two years. The story was told by a friend of Franklin Field. Penn has a great deal of "rigor mortis" and "out of season." (This represented the impression that G.W. has played before all seasons.) But to all concerned, here: keep the spirit of the week. A black and yellow orchid to the G.W. Unions and the way they behaved in our fair city.

Congratulations to PLR...<br>Congratulations to PLR...<br>Editor, Daily Pennsylvanian:<br>The group is wonderfully, a motley assembly of people who are doing a laudable and reasonable job of running the business of the University, and one has reason to feel that it will continue to be run in the same manner. We have been stabbed and buffeted by these Honorary Societies, but we shall stand tall. Pennpix hath brought many a chuckle to the bored, and has done its duty. It is the best thing we read in the week's issue, and the way they behaved in our fair city. 

Drink of the Week... A little different <br>Editor, Daily Pennsylvanian:<br>The group is wonderfully, a motley assembly of people who are doing a laudable and reasonable job of running the business of the University, and one has reason to feel that it will continue to be run in the same manner. We have been stabbed and buffeted by these Honorary Societies, but we shall stand tall. Pennpix hath brought many a chuckle to the bored, and has done its duty. It is the best thing we read in the week's issue, and the way they behaved in our fair city. 

We have to fight the good fight...<br>Editor, Daily Pennsylvanian:<br>The group is wonderfully, a motley assembly of people who are doing a laudable and reasonable job of running the business of the University, and one has reason to feel that it will continue to be run in the same manner. We have been stabbed and buffeted by these Honorary Societies, but we shall stand tall. Pennpix hath brought many a chuckle to the bored, and has done its duty. It is the best thing we read in the week's issue, and the way they behaved in our fair city. 

To The Daily Pennsylvanian: ...we wonder if we have failed. The fact that the Undergraduate Council members say it is immoral, and the Undergraduate Council is an Honorable Group. We speak not to define those who have spoke but here to see what we know. Some of them want to see the censorship power, yet they are "totally un-prepare" to do so. But we are all Honorable Group. They wish to take this power away from the Franklin Society and the Interfraternity Council Disciplinary Committee, which is a Honorable Publication Society. As a group, we are free to have our ribs raked, and we are free to make our decisions in matters dealing with publication, in a Council on an Honorable Group. 

If you have tears, prepare to shed them this...<br>Editor, Daily Pennsylvanian:<br>The group is wonderfully, a motley assembly of people who are doing a laudable and reasonable job of running the business of the University, and one has reason to feel that it will continue to be run in the same manner. We have been stabbed and buffeted by these Honorary Societies, but we shall stand tall. Pennpix hath brought many a chuckle to the bored, and has done its duty. It is the best thing we read in the week's issue, and the way they behaved in our fair city. 

A post script to this—the guilty students were a Pennpix that would do away with a <br>Editor, Daily Pennsylvanian:<br>The group is wonderfully, a motley assembly of people who are doing a laudable and reasonable job of running the business of the University, and one has reason to feel that it will continue to be run in the same manner. We have been stabbed and buffeted by these Honorary Societies, but we shall stand tall. Pennpix hath brought many a chuckle to the bored, and has done its duty. It is the best thing we read in the week's issue, and the way they behaved in our fair city. 

A tribute... The following appeared in the March issue of Student Magazine. "It is true that..." they paid them their recent visit. But the Colonial football team get a taste of the big league last weekend. Penn does not play with class. This goes Eamon, the press box, the dressing rooms, the stadium, and the way the fans behaved in our fair city.
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voiced, and several police and borough officials of Princeton. A professor--the guilty students collected some of the fine money by soliciting the fraternity members at their campus. The fraternity members apparently were foolish enough to rush to the cash box for dear old Rutgers.
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Notre Dame, Army in Nation's Top Ten;
UCLA Ranked First by Football Polls
Notre Dame and Army, Penn-static's football teams, are among the nation's top ten teams, according to the Associated Press and United Press polls.

The sports writers and broadcasters serving in the AP and US polls place the Irish 5th in the UPI and the Cadets seventh. The UP Board of Coaches rates Notre Dame sixth and Army eighth.

Three players were chosen in the AP's top 20 in football. Notre Dame's two sophomores are among the top 10, while Army is seventh according to the AP poll.

The rankings are as follows:

AP Poll:
1. UCLA
2. Southern California
3. Ohio State
4. Louisiana State
5. Notre Dame
6. Army
7. Penn State
8. Notre Dame
9. Southern California
10. Penn State

UP Poll:
1. UCLA
2. Southern California
3. Ohio State
4. Louisiana State
5. Notre Dame
6. Army
7. Penn State
8. Notre Dame
9. Southern California
10. Penn State

What have VICEROYS got that other filter tip cigarettes haven't got?

THE ANSWER IS

20,000 FILTERS IN EVERY VICEROY TIP

Inside every VicEROY tip is a vast network of 20,000 individual filters to filter your smoke over and over again. You get only the rich, full taste of VicEROY's choice tobaccos — and VicEROYs draw so freely.

Yes, you get VicEROY's remarkable new tip...with 20,000 individual filers...plus king-size length for only a penny or two more than cigarettes without filters.
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Varsity Harriers Meet Frosh
In Two-Mile handicap Grind;
Hep Championships on Friday

In final preparation for the Heptagonal cross-country championship meet Friday at Van Cortlandt Park in N. Y., the Pennsylvania varsity runners will compete in handicap races at Crabbs Creek at 4:30 this afternoon. The handicaps are devised so the fresh have a chance, and certificates will be given to both place and time winners. Last year, freshman George Connell won the race as Dan Maltese earned the time prize. In 1952, the rain Saturday.

Irish Pack 'em In

Irish Pack 'em In

Leaders
Ivy
Among

Northwestern's next two opponents, UCLA and Notre Dame

Penn

Gridders Rate
Among Ivy Leaders

Walt Hynson, Jim Mankley and Stan Shaw Kin will rate among the Ivy League individual statistical leaders in games played through last Saturday. Hynson took over the leadership in scoring from Yale and in punting with an average of 41.3 yards. Pennsylvania, as a team, ranks third in both the league with a 4.7 average. Pennsylvania in a six way tie for fourth in the scoring department with 34 points on four touchdowns. Princeton's Royce Flippon, who missed the last two games with a broken wrist, continues to lead the scorers with 14 points.

Manley rates fifth in the league in passing with a 50 per cent completion average on 20 connections in 40 attempts for 395 yards. In team statistics, Pennsylvania ranks seventh of the eight Ivy teams in both offense and defense. Cornell, the Quakers re.
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Accounting Group
To Conduct Forum
For Local Colleges
The Philadelphia Chapter of the Institute of Certified Public Accountants, in cooperation with 17 colleges and universities of the Philadelphia area, will present the second annual Philadelphia Accounting Forum at Villanova University, Wednesday, November 17.

The purpose of this forum is to explain to and discuss with the students the opportunities available to them in a career of accounting.

The topics to be discussed at the afternoon sessions beginning at 2:15 p.m. include "Accounting—The Basis for a Successful Career," "Open Roads Ahead for the Young Accountant," "Auditing as Experienced Ahead for the Young Accountant," "Accounting as a Service to Management." A dinner meeting will be held at 6:45 p.m. at which the speaker will be Mr. Arthur E. Foye, P.C.A., past president of the Accounting Institute of Accountants, New York City. Mr. Foye will speak on "The Accountant's Role in Public Affairs," as a member of the accounting firm of Haskell & Foye, which has served in the Federal government as a member of the Hoover Commission.

25 Houses Donate 100 Percent
In Campaign
Monsignor William H. O'Connell, Father Provincial of the Philadelphia Province of the Society of Jesus, has announced that 25 houses of the Society of Jesus in the Philadelphia area have pledged to donate 100 percent of their receipts to the Catholic Relief Fund for the Benefit of the Diocese of Springfield, Massachusetts. The campaign will end November 21. These houses are: Alpha Chi, Sigma Delta, Tau Kappa, Nu Xi, Xi Rho, Omicron Pi, Eta Sigma Phi, Phi Gamma Delta, Phi Kappa Tau, Sigma Alpha Epsilon, Phi Pi, Sigma Phi, Kappa Alpha, Lambda Chi, Delta Delta Delta, Delta Epsilon, Kappa Alpha, Lambda Chi, Phi Lambda Pi, Phi Gamma Delta, Delta Phi Rho, Phi Rho, Eta Sigma, Zeta Xi, Eta Sigma, Sigma Phi, Nu Xi Eta, Sigma Phi, Nu Xi Zeta Pi, Phi Kappa, Sigma Alpha Epsilon, Eta Sigma Pi, Zeta Xi, Delta Delta Delta, Eta Sigma Phi, Nu Xi Eta, Alpha Chi, Phi Gamma Delta, Kappa Alpha, Lambda Chi, Sigma Phi.

Penn Harriers Vie
In Handicap Race
(Continued from Page Three)
Time was recorded over records for a Quaker in the past three years. Penn had Penn standard. The 1951 times are being evaluated, this week, to be ascertained the official Penn mark.
The west coast meet featured a dual between Adlum Schrumpf and Bob Wood. The duo ran in a time trial Mon-


Briepts
Kitty and Key
There will be a meeting of the Kitty and Key Club at 1:30 in Had-

n

Research Affiliation
Made in Public Alto
The establishment of a cooperative research affiliation be-

The conference on political affairs, to be

College Senior Jack Chaikhsen starts in surplus as he finds

No Sitting 4-6:30 PM
College senior Jack Chaikhsen starts in surplus as he finds

Bryn War Will Be
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